FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MARYDEL, Delaware - May 22, 2012: DPC Emergency Equipment is pleased to announce that the
State of Maryland, through a competitive bid process, has selected Rosenbauer to build a new
hazardous materials unit for the Maryland Department of the Environment (MDE). This unit will
join two other Rosenbauer apparatus currently serving MDE’s Emergency Response Team.
The chassis for the new unit will be a 2012 Dodge Ram 5500 4x4 that will feature a 4-door crew cab
and polished aluminum wheels. It will be powered by a Cummins 6.7L turbo diesel motor coupled
with a 6-speed automatic transmission.
The 11’ heavy-duty extruded aluminum body will incorporate (7) exterior body compartments that
are a minimum of 22” deep with the front two compartments being transverse in depth. All
compartments will be coated with a heavy-duty, spray-on liner material to enhance durability,
feature numerous shelves, trays, and tool boards, and will be illuminated using On Scene Solutions
Night Stik LED lights. Compartment L1 shall house a custom air distribution panel that will be
supplied by a pair of 6,000 PSI DOT bottles. A Hannay air reel with 100’ of 3/8” hose shall be
mounted in the ceiling of Compartment L1.
Scene lighting will be provided by (6) FRC SPA900-Q65 LED scene lights with (2) located on each
side and on the rear of the body. A pair of FRC Evolution FCA530-V15 telescoping LED scene
lights will be mounted on the front of the body. The warning light package includes a Whelen
Freedom 55” LED lightbar on the cab roof and a Whelen 86” 45KRL LED lightbar on the rear of
the body with a Traffic Advisor feature. A multitude of Whelen M Series LED warning lights will
be located throughout the cab and body along with Whelen Strip-Lite LED lights in the rub rails.
Other features include custom Plastix Plus consoles in the front and rear of the cab, a Vanner 201000TUL inverter, Class IV trailer hitch, and Scotchlite Diamond Grade reflective yellow and blue
chevron striping on the rear of the body.
The truck was sold by Ron Willett.
A family owned and operated company, DPC Emergency Equipment has continuously served public
safety personnel in Maryland and Delaware for 20 years. DPC is an authorized sales and service
dealer for Rosenbauer, Spartan Chassis, PL Custom, and Wheeled Coach in both Maryland and
Delaware. To learn more about our company, people, products, and services, visit our website at
www.dpcemergency.com.
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